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Mississauga St. Michael's Majors

Sk Sh PC Phy A/Pk HS

B- B- B- A-  B+   B

#17 Pelech,Michael
Oct 06/89  C 6.02  212

Gm. Rat. Type

C-  B    2way

*Had fight one minute in - trying to spur team who cannot seem to win in this building against division rival Brampton. 

* -3, 5 PIM this game. Whole team was flat, he tried to bring some edge. 

*Sometimes on first line. Plays 1, 1A Centre role equal with Cizikas. *Main PK unit, some PP time. 5-6 shifts per 
period. 

*Was not selected in last years draft, eligible this year. 



Offense 

- Can play LW or centre, ok on draws 

- Aggressive player, on forecheck (and PK), dogged on the puck and his man 

- some PP time, more likely to score a ryan smyth type goal than a seeing eye shot. 

-Not a top skater but he gets there in time. 

-High compete level, consistent performer on both ends of rink in jr, is asset without scoring. In jr he can, and makes 
him 1, 1A centre material here, but his size and edge translate to pro even if his offense doesnt. 



Defense 

- Centres 1st PK unit. Best all around centreman on team when Cizikas is off his game, but his size and aggressive 
play (in Offensive zone on boards and defensively on the puck) 



Other... 



As an asset to his team, his 5 minute penalties keep him off the ice, but its that edge that makes him effective. 



At 6'2 212 he plays with the most edge on the team on a regular basis and has pro size and strength. Frequent 
fighter - decent but no heavyweight. One of the most in-your-face players in OHL I think. May not score much as a 
pro (currently Majors' leading point getter amongst forwards), but all-around game combined with tough play and size 
to boot should make him attractive to someone.

Mar 08/09       Mississauga St. Michael's Majors 2  at Brampton Battalion 5      Terry Clarke

Amateur Game Report(OHL)


